Go to CTRN.org to join our LinkedIn Group

TODAY’ S S CHED U LE
7:30-8:30am

Registration

8:30-10:30am Eric Jaquith
10:30-11:00am Break
11:00-Noon

Jonathan Liepe

12:00-1:00pm Catered Lunch
1:00-2:00pm Kristin Lyon
2:00-2:30pm Break
2:30-3:30pm Jessica MillerMerrell
3:30-4:30pm Social Happy Hour

This conference has been approved for 5 (General ) re-certification credit hours toward
PHR, SPHR and GPHR re-certification through the HR Certification Institute.
"The use of this seal is not an endorsement by the HR Certification Institute of the quality of the
program. It means that this program has met the HR Certification Institute's criteria to be preapproved for re-certification credit."

The Universal Truths and
Techniques about
Candidate Sourcing
Eric will be presenting
information about what all the
big talent acquisition software
systems are doing to help
companies win the war on talent.
He will also be sharing his
sourcing and recruiting
technology little known hacks
and interesting productivity addons for more effective talent
acquisition. Eric will share many
practical and affordable ideas
that organizations, large and
small, can implement quickly
and inexpensively. Eric will
share universal candidate
sourcing techniques that work on
any database (Twitter, LinkedIn,
Job Boards, any ATS, etc.). Eric
will discuss how it does not
matter in what place you search
for candidates, but what is Most
Important is how you search. Is
your methodology and
progressive thoroughness of
your search using proximity and
recency to determine someone’s
engagement value? Engagement

Value meaning what is the
probability that they will pick
up the phone and actually talk
to you so you can therefore
have a chance to sell the
position? All this leads to
making your time more
productive so you can present
more qualified candidates
faster. Eric will discuss the
hype around the variety of tools
to find candidates. Learn about
the universal truths and things
that can be utilized with many
different and similar tools. Eric
has a way of discussing
concepts that often make
people say, “Why didn’t I think
of that? That was so simple.”
Eric has a way of providing
simple things that you can
adopt as soon as you get back
to the office. Learn about the
measurement of effective
teams. Eric will discuss how
most companies do not have
any good measurement
indications of what their

Recruiter or Sourcer is doing
before the candidate submittal
process. He will discuss how
you can better measure
performance higher up in the
recruiting funnel. Just like any
athlete, you can learn how to
have your own performance
improvement plan as either a
Production Recruiter or Sourcer
to help you get better. As a
manager these are the tools you
can provide your team to be
more accountable for their
individual performance. Eric
will show you a universal way
of how anyone can do this
without having to have the most
expensive HRIS or ATS to track
these measurements. He will
show you how to develop your
own Performance Tracking
Sheet. These are the same
systems he is asked to teach
recruiting teams at some of the
world's largest companies.

Eric Jaquith

Pre-Sales Engineer
iCIMS
770-598-2751
eric@ericjaquith.com
https://www.icims.com

Improve your Employer Brand by
Listening to your Applicants!
Creating an employer brand where
talented individuals seek you out is
what many organizations seek to
accomplish. However, all those
efforts may be for naught if the
applicant experience is
cumbersome, bureaucratic, and
impersonal. In this session,
Colorado Springs Utilities will
present how it continuously
engages with applicants to learn
where it may be falling short in
providing a positive candidate
experience.

has created employer advertising
strategies maximizing use of
social media and search engine
optimization (SEO) to drive
internet search traffic directly to
corporate careers pages, leading
applicant tracking system design
efforts, and has been directly
involved as the lead recruiter for
hard-to-fill and executive
leadership positions. Mr. Liepe
has also developed contingent
workforce strategies and has been
responsible for managing
contracted labor programs. Mr.
Jonathan Liepe is a Talent
Liepe's areas of experience and
Acquisition and Human Resources expertise include: Uniform
leader with nearly 20 years of
Guidelines on Employee Selection
experience creating best practice
Procedures, Behavioral
recruiting methods using LEAN
Interviewing, Employment Law,
principles to reduce operating costs OFCCP, VEVRAA / Section 503
while improving the overall
Compliance, Lean Process,
candidate experience and employer Applicant tracking system
brand. Possessing a Master's
administration and configuration,
Degree in Human Resources
and recruiting advertising.
Development, he is well-versed
and trained in the use of
Career Highlights:
psychometric principles related to • Co-chair and founding member
selection system design. Mr. Liepe of the Colorado Energy

Workforce Consortium
• Currently serves on the Board of
Directors for DirectEmployers
• Trained thousands of hiring
managers on behavioral
interviewing, assessment center
implementations, and the use of
validated selection tools in
corporate hiring

Jonathan
Liepe
Conni LaDouceur

Senior
TalentChief
Acquisition
Specialist
President,
Sourcing
Colorado
Utilities
StrtegistSprings
and Trainer
719-668-7446
ExecuQuest Corporation
jliepe@csu.org
Search/Research Success™
https://www.csu.org
by ExecuQuest
410.667.8400
410.667.8910 direct
connie@eqcadvisors.com
www.eqcadvisors.com

UNCOVERING "BACKDOOR"
CANDIDATES FOR FREE
Recruiting is an ever-evolving
process. Staying on top means
differentiating yourself by
efficiently identifying and
presenting outstanding slates of
candidates to your clients.
Do you feel like EVERYONE
has upgraded LinkedIn access?
Do you feel like your
competition often connects with
candidates faster than you?

Kristin Lyon

Knowledge Manager
Major, Lindsey & Africa
Allegis Partners
303-888-7473
KLyon@MLAglobal.com
www.Mlaglobal.com
www.Allegis-partners.com

Great News! Even without
upgraded LinkedIn access, you
can out-maneuver the
competition. Kristin Lyon will
show you how to legally and
ethically expand your toolkit to
locate candidates through the
“backdoor” of LinkedIn. Plus
she will demonstrate how to
dramatically increase the ROI
you get from using additional
search tactics on other sites – all
for free!
This is NOT a 101 session!
Knowledge is power. In the
technology age it is easier than
ever before to automate your

processes, buy back time and
make a greater number of
placements.

and the In-House Practice
Group at Major, Lindsey &
Africa. She leads a team of
Research Associates, which
Preset Boolean search strings harvest strategic intelligence to
to harvest candidates while you efficiently deliver on search.
sleep.
Manipulate sophisticated
Kristin specializes in nonresearch steps to expose
traditional black matter
referral networks online.
research. She uses innovative
Leverage cutting edge sites/
tools, techniques and targeted
tools to connect with more
knowledge gathering of
candidates faster.
resources to aid in the continual
evolution of the capabilities and
Use templates to cyber stalk
competencies of the global
your most desired candidates
organization.
and clients.
Set up feeds that empower you
Previously, Kristin was the Sr.
to build rapport as you reach
Director of Strategic Sourcing at
out to candidates, discussing
Modis, leading a team of
topics like a subject matter
researchers, sourcers and
expert.
recruiters. She was also a Sr.
Kristin Lyon will empower you National Trainer for AIRS
with simple next steps to
where she aided in curriculum
skyrocket your recruiting
design and facilitated
results.
customized human capital
Kristin Lyon is the Knowledge solution trainings for 70% of the
Fortune 500 talent acquisitions
Manager for Allegis Partners
teams.

Unleashed: Taking Advantage
of Mobile Opportunities in
Recruiting

Jessica MillerMerrell
President, CEO
Xceptional HR
Founder
Bloging4Jobs.com
jessica@xceptionalhr.com

www.xceptionalhr.com

It is no secret that Millennial job
seekers and techies are mobile
savants. They frequently use
apps and mobile friendly sites to
network and find new
opportunities. Your recruiting
efforts need to adapt to this
behavior. Your new majority
workforce wants all of us to be
more mobile friendly. Jessica
Miller-Merrell, President of
Xceptional HR, provides insights
into how to apply mobile best
practices to each layer of your
recruiting strategy. You will
learn how to Source through
mobile apps, communicate in a
tone and structure to on-the-go
candidates and setup your
careers site for mobile success.
Jessica Miller-Merrell is the
Founder of Bloging4Jobs.com, a
workplace resource for HR,
recruiting professionals and
business leaders. The site was

listed twice as a top 75 career
resource by Forbes Magazine.
Jessica is the president and CEO
of Xceptional HR, a human
capital strategy and consulting
agency, and a published author
of Tweet This! and most recently
The HR Technology Field
Guide. Jessica is listed as the 7th
most powerful woman on
Twitter and recognized by
Forbes as a top 50 social media
power user. Because of vast
industry expertise and
knowledge, Jessica’s
professional opinions and
expertise are sought after and
sourced by publications and
media including: Forbes, CIO
Magazine, CBS, Entrepreneur
Magazine, and SHRM’s HR
Magazine.
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Tony founded the non-profit Colorado
Technical Recruiters Network (CTRN) in
1992. Celebrating its 24th Year Anniversary
in 2016!

Tony Bengtson,
SPHR
Founder and President Precision
Recruiting, Inc.
303/627-9189
Tony@PRI.jobs
www.pri.jobs

CTRN
Founder and President

Zoho Recruit is a one-stop online recruitment software
and applicant tracking system for recruitment business
across the globe. Posting jobs, managing candidates,
clients, and contacts has never been this easy and
fast! Zoho Recruit allows you to spend less time on the
process and more time on what you do best: getting the
right candidate.
http://www.zoho.com/recruit/

After 10 years of working in Corporate
America, Tony started his own company,
Precision Recruiting, that is celebrating its
19th Anniversary in 2016.
Tony was the 2003 Coors Gold Suppliers
Award winner – 1st time this award was
ever presented to a staffing firm by Coors
Brewing Company in Golden, CO
Tony has personally completed over 1000
specific search assignments.

Jobvite is leading the industry with the most comprehensive recruiting platform to help emerging and enterprise
companies hire the best talent easily, efficiently, and cost
effectively. We were recently named a leader in the Forrester Wave on Talent Acquisition and have thousands of
customers including LinkedIn, Twitter, Schneider Electric, and Gamesys.
http://www.jobvite.com/

